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ittefaq is a 2017 indian hindi-language mystery thriller film directed by abhay chopra and written by yash chopra, based on
the novel by sameer mishra and produced by dharma productions. it was released on 3 november 2017. ittefaq - 2017

bollywood movie download published: 28 feb 2018 the ittefaq full movie - hd torrent this film was about a woman named
ittefaq. ittefaq is a police officer. she is a very clever woman. movie: ittefaq (2017) [2017] story and screenwriter: amole
gupte director: abhay deol starcast: sidharth malhotra, kriti sanon, akshaye khanna, sonakshi sinha, anupam kher, bhumi
pednekar, kunal karan kapoor, sayali gupta, shriya saran.the film ittefaq (2017) is based on the concept of the game. its

production value and the direction of the film are excellent. the best part of the film ittefaq, is its screenplay, direction and
music. directed by abhay deol, the film ittefaq (2017) is a suspense thriller which stars sidharth malhotra and sonakshi sinha

in lead roles and kunal kapoor as the antagonist. the movie ittefaq (2017) is a feel-good film, starring sidharth malhotra,
sonakshi sinha, anupam kher, bhumi pednekar, kunal karan kapoor, shriya saran, anjana sukhani and rhea chakraborty. the
soundtrack of the film ittefaq (2017) has been composed by pritam chakraborty and sung by kunal ganjawala. some of the
popular songs from the film ittefaq (2017) are sung by pritam chakraborty, kunal ganjawala, sonu kakkar and a.r. rehman.

ittefaq is an indian 2017 bollywood action thriller film directed by abhay deol starring sidharth malhotra, sonakshi sinha, kunal
kapoor, anupam kher, bhumi pednekar, kunal karan kapoor, shriya saran and anjana sukhani.
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